CIRCULATION EXPERT SCOTT BULLOCK ADVISES PUBLISHERS
TO DREAM BIG, PLAN SMART AND CONSIDER
CIRCULATION OPTIONS CAREFULLY

O

ne of the good things about publishing is that it’s open to
anyone with the nerve to try it. Imagine doing that in
other professions.

“Today I’m going to be a dentist.”
Nope, not allowed.
“Today I’m teaching kindergarten.”
Sorry, buster.
The list of jobs you can’t do without specific training (and often
regulatory approval) is very long. And so it should be.
While lots of people have great editorial ideas or are great at advertising
sales, the publishing profession is not that simple. There are other
necessary components to a successful magazine. For instance, aspiring
publishers often leave circulation decisions to the last minute. This is a
major mistake. Defining the editorial niche you want to occupy is the
first step. Figuring out how to build a
circulation/distribution strategy that
will make your magazine a costeffective buy for advertisers comes next.
Working up ad sales kits and setting up
appointments with advertisers and
agencies is what you do last.
So, decide from the get-go whether
you’re going to use a controlled/free
circulation model or a paid one. Both
methods are worthy of consideration, and each have unique
advantages and disadvantages.

areas, as defined by Statistics Canada data, and flog this fact to
advertisers. Vancouver magazine uses this method.
The take one/leave behind approach is used successfully by
magazines like NOW and EYE in Toronto. Essentially, it involves
building a network of outlets that will allow you to position your
publication in a high-traffic retail environment. Because people do have
to choose to pick up the magazine, a certain degree of “wantedness” is
demonstrable to advertisers. Calgary’s Avenue magazine uses variations
on this approach, by placing copies in hotels, for example. Using freepickup stands is one of the most popular bulk distribution methods
used by Alberta publishers.
The list rentals/qualified method involves identifying customer
databases that have appropriate eyeballs, “renting” those lists, and
sending your magazine to those on the lists without charge. Better yet,
some magazines go the extra mile and rent lists that allow telemarketers
to call and ask people on the list if they would like to receive the

Circulation is often defined as buying
demographically appropriate eyeballs for as little as
possible so advertisers can sell to those eyeballs
for as much as possible

Controlled Circulation: Methods to Consider
Many publishers in Canada, and particularly in Alberta, choose to go
controlled. It’s typically cheaper in the short term and allows the
publisher to achieve large distribution levels quickly, thus giving
advertisers access to a higher volume of “eyeballs” at a lower cost-perthousand (CPM) on day one of publication. For publishers who have
little capital and even less patience, controlled circulation is very
appealing indeed.
After all, circulation is often defined as buying demographically
appropriate eyeballs for as little as possible so advertisers can sell to
those eyeballs for as much as possible.
If advertisers will pay to be in a magazine that nobody has paid to
receive, then why go to the trouble and expense of developing
subscriptions or getting on the newsstand? With enough advertising
support, you can create a top-notch controlled circulation magazine.
Still, there are a number of tactical choices to be made. First, choose
your method of controlled circulation. You can use a combination,
but you should choose one or two primary methods.
The FSA saturation system (FSA stands for forward sortation area,
which refers to the first three digits of the postal code) allows
publishers to target specific geographic areas where they believe their
target market resides. Typically, publishers single out high-income
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magazine for free, thus demonstrating wantedness. The person just has
to “qualify” demographically. For a business publication, for example,
this might mean that the person would have to be a CEO, president,
manager, or other important decision-maker and have the education
and income that advertisers are interested in reaching. PROFIT
magazine uses this circulation method successfully.
The partnering technique requires identifying an organization that
has a demographically appropriate audience for your magazine, then
finding synergies that can benefit both parties. A cruise travel
magazine named Deckchair was recently launched using this method
in partnership with the Canadian Automobile Association, which has
an impressive database of frequent travellers. Similarly, the WHERE
group of magazines partners with visitor information centres and
hotels for distribution.
The newspaper method is particularly popular these days because it
delivers a highly desirable demographic audience, in large numbers,
at a very affordable access rate. This circulation strategy entails
paying for your product’s insertion in a newspaper, which works
brilliantly for a magazine like Report on Business that’s owned by The
Globe and Mail. It didn’t work so well for Saturday Night or Elm Street,
which are no longer in business. Some Alberta magazines, such as
aboriginaltimes and IMPACT, use newspaper insertion as part of their
circulation program while others like City Palate have used it only for
distributing particular issues.

CIRCULATION

your brand by giving it away. Why would people buy a magazine
if they already get it for free with their newspaper or because
they’ve been identified as living in the perfect postal code? Why
would readers pay at a newsstand if they can simply pick your
product up at a free rack? The answer is they won’t, and they don’t.
That’s why Saturday Night magazine was lucky to sell 1,000 copies
per issue on newsstands in Canada, while magazines like Canadian
House & Home and Chatelaine can sell as many as 90,000.

What about Newsstand Distribution?

What Is the Downside to Controlled Circulation?
1. All your eggs are in one basket. The only revenue source you
have is advertising. If your ads run low, your magazine is
compromised. You also have no subscription, list rental or
newsstand revenue. With no database to mine, you have little
leverage to cross-sell other merchandise or services.
2. Print Measurement Bureau (PMB) statistics show that
controlled circulation magazines always have fewer readers per
copy than paid ones. What this means is that your overall
audience numbers (that is, reach) will be tremendously
impacted by the controlled method you choose.
3. Qualitative data from PMB also shows that paid circulation
magazines almost always have better scores for both time spent
reading and editorial interest. Without paid circulation, you
compromise one of your strongest ad sales tools—the unique
relationship and trust your magazine enjoys with its readers.
4. You invite competitors to take you on. In magazines, publishers
sell advertisers environment (how the magazine looks and feels
along with ad positioning opportunities) and audience. Anyone
can buy nice paper, hire a good printer and design something
pretty. If the cost of entry for a competitor into your market is as
simple as making a deal with another newspaper in town, how
can you convince the advertising community that your audience
is that much better or uniquely important?
5. Where’s the editorial discipline with a free publication? If you
plan to earn $5.95 on a crowded newsstand or $19.95 for a
subscription renewal, the editorial product had better be good.
There’s a reason why great Canadian editors like Graydon Carter
and Bonnie Fuller are paid so well; they know how to build a
quality audience, earn more circulation revenue and, more
importantly, help lower CPM and allow for rate-card increases
each year.
6. You will get virtually no support from newsstand distributors,
wholesalers and retailers. The reason is simple: you’ve devalued
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When I was a partner at Coast to Coast Newsstand Services, I would
field phone calls from publishers seeking newsstand distribution.
During a typical week, I’d receive three or more inquiries. That
translates to more than 150 calls per year. My job was to look for the
gems. The corollary was to direct the duds to our competitors. I
became very efficient at determining which projects might have
merit. How?
First, I asked if they had a business plan. If no, that was strike one.
Then I asked if they were planning on being primarily paid or
controlled circulation. If controlled, that was strike two. Finally, I
asked how much they had budgeted for marketing. If they said
“Huh?” or “For what?” that was usually strike three. Three strikes,
you’re out. By this methodology, I could usually extricate myself from
the call in less than three minutes.
Getting on the newsstand is an investment that does take a few
months to get rolling, and you should plan to stick it out for a couple
of years to get any real results. But the newsstand can be a costeffective method to launch a magazine or to test a magazine in a
market before going full force in soliciting subscriptions through
traditional (and often expensive) direct-mail campaigns and
newspaper inserts. However, magazine distributors, wholesalers and
retailers know from bitter experience that they can’t sell a magazine
that is being given away. If you plan on giving away a huge pile of
copies, don’t count on much help from the newsstand folks as they
make their living by selling magazines.

Controlled Versus Paid = Rent Versus Buy
Most people I know buy a house, even if they “can’t afford it.” This
usually requires borrowing a lot of money. So why do people make this
leap when statistics show that renting is cheaper (no mortgage, interest
payments, insurance costs, property taxes, upkeep expenses, et cetera)?
The answer is also found in statistics. People who buy a home are almost
always better off in the long run than people who rent, because after 20
years, they own an asset that has appreciated in value.
The same concept is fundamental to magazines: you need to make
the investment. You can rent an audience if you like, but you’ll never
own it. You’ll never have the unique audience that trusts your
magazine and to whom advertisers wish to be linked.

The Bottom Line
Both controlled and paid circulation models have their pros and
cons. Depending on the type of magazine you have, how much

competition there is in your area or category and how well financed
you are, you will make your choices accordingly. But know this: if you
go controlled, it’s tough to go back. There are precious few examples
of magazines that have been able to convert to a paid model.
Homemakers is one notable example, but the transition was not easy.
Some successful paid magazines actually used controlled circulation
as a method of building up paid circulation—Cottage Life, for instance.
But the key to making that strategy work, as publisher Al Zikovitz
explains below, is that you must always stick to your intention to build
a paid magazine. That decision makes all the difference.
I love dreamers. I love risk takers. I love people who are passionate

about the written word. These are critical characteristics to possess
before you even think about publishing a magazine.
However, I also value thinkers, planners, researchers and those
crusty, cynical business planners who ask all the hard uncomfortable
questions, then create a road map to success. To do well, you need
both the dreamers and the planners.
So dream big, but do your homework, plan carefully and
understand the circulation metrics.
Scott Bullock is a circulation professional with his own consulting
company, Circ3. He was named the 2003 Magazine Marketer of the Year
by the Circulation Management Association of Canada.

Using Controlled to Get Paid
The Story of Cottage Life

For Al Zikovitz, publisher of Cottage
Life—one of the top brands in Canadian
magazines today—choosing to go paid
upon his magazine’s inception has been
the key to its success. Ironically, it was
through controlled circulation that
Zikovitz was able to develop his paid
model.
He started by finding and purchasing a
list of 200,000 cottage owners. Due to
privacy legislation, you can no longer mail
magazines to homes without permission,
but you can use Canada Post’s FSA and
householder count information as a way
to develop a circulation list with opt-in
addresses. “Getting a list that’s
appropriate for your magazine is the
biggest challenge,” says Zikovitz, so be
prepared to research your target market

and spend some money. Once you have a
list, divide your list into quarters and send
magazines to one quarter every issue on
a rotating basis. (Note that you’ll need a
big enough list to divide in four and still
have a decent print run each issue.)
Recipients will only get a quarter of the
issues you produce in a year. This is a
good thing, explains Zikovitz. “Let
people know that they’ll only receive
three of the 12 issues a year and offer
an introductory subscription,” he says.
“Let the mag sell itself!”
By rotating your list, you also have
more clout with advertisers. “It’s a way
to get advertisers in for more issues,”
advises Zikovitz. “If they advertise four
months in a row, they can reach four
different audiences.”
After each issue, you make a bit more
as you gain subscribers. “When you send
out 10,000 for free, you get nothing,” he
says. “So if you ask people to subscribe
even for a dollar, and 300 of them send
you money, guess what? You have
revenue! You may not be making a
profit, but it’s getting more profitable
each time, and it costs you nothing to
ask.” Eventually, you will have a higher
ratio of paid over controlled.
The secret is in producing a good
product. “If you’re publishing a magazine
that’s not very good, you won’t get any
response,” states Zikovitz. “But if you
have a good mag, people will want it,

and they won’t want to miss an issue. It
has to be good to work. And only offer a
taste. Readers may not like it the first
time, but six months later, they might.
Stick to it, and keep plugging the next
issue. And you must rotate your list!
Don’t give someone free issues all the
time; they’ll never buy it. The trick is to
give it to everybody some of the time.
Then, if they want all of the issues, they
have to pay.”
Using this technique, Cottage Life went
from 70,000 controlled with 3,000 per
issue on the newsstand to a highly
profitable paid circulation of more than
73,000 plus a separate revenue stream
from advertisers. “My strategy right from
the get-go was that I was going to be
paid,” Zikovitz affirms. “I had to start
with controlled to guarantee advertisers,
and I couldn’t afford to do the
horrendous amount of direct mail to go
100 per cent paid at launch. So, I used
my magazine as my direct-mail piece.
“I came from the school where if you
deliver a good editorial product, people
will want it. If they want it, they’ll pay for
it. If they pay for it, they’ll read and
engage with it. If they are engaged,
they’ll trust the ads and act on them.
Then advertisers will want to advertise.
You don’t know any of this if your
magazine is controlled.”
—Colleen Seto
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